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Assessment
evidence

Objective 1:  A racecar is moving with a speed of 200 km/h on a circular section of 
a racetrack that has a radius of 300 m.  The racecar and the driver have a mass of 
800 kg. (in slide presentation) 

a) What is the magnitude of the centripetal acceleration felt by the driver?
                                     answer:  10.3 m/s2 (1.0 g) 

Objective 2:  A racecar is moving with a speed of 200 km/h on a circular section of 
a racetrack that has a radius of 300 m.  The racecar and the driver have a mass of 
800 kg. 

b)   What is the centripetal force acting on the car?                      answer:  8240 N 

Objective 3:  In the case of a car rounding a turn as shown, what physical force is 
acting radially to keep the car moving in a circular path?

answer:  Static friction between the tires and the 
road provides the centripetal force. 

Prior
knowledge

This lesson introduces centripetal force and centripetal acceleration.  Students 
should be familiar with Newton’s 1st and 2nd laws of motion and with the variables 
used to describe circular motion. 

Equations

centripetal acceleration:               centripetal force: 

Vocabulary centripetal force                    centripetal acceleration 

Standards TEKS   The student is expected to: 
(4C) describe and analyze accelerated motion in two dimensions using equations:  
circular motion. 
(4D) calculate the effect of forces on objects: relationship between force and 
acceleration 
(4E) interpret free-body force diagrams 

Crosscutting
concepts

Patterns Cause
and
Effect

Systems
and
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Proportion,
Quantity

• Circular motion is caused by an inward-directed centripetal force. 
• Equations can be used to model the relationships between velocity, acceleration 

and the radius of the circle for objects moving in circular motion.

Key to differentiated instruction:   visual! linguistic   auditory 

                             interpersonal intrapersonal kinesthetic    logical 
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Centripetal force
Content The lesson begins by defining centripetal force.  Students explore the relationships 

between velocity, centripetal acceleration, and centripetal force for objects in 
circular motion through a guided inquiry activity, using an interactive simulation.  
The quantitative relationships between these variables are presented and connected 
to Newton’s second law.  The four-step problem solving method is demonstrated 
and applied to solve circular motion problems. 

Learning
objectives

The student will be able to: 
1) describe and analyze the motion of objects moving in circular motion;  
2) apply Newton’s second law to circular motion problems; and 
3) interpret free-body force diagrams. 

Materials/
technology
resources

1) Demonstration:                yo-yo or any small object on a string
2) Slide presentation: “CentripetalForce.ppt” 
3) Interactive simulation:   “Circular motion” 
4) Interactive calculators:  “Centripetal acceleration” and “Centripetal force”
5) Student work:                “CentripetalForce.pdf” 

Lesson plan
segments

• Demonstration:  Swing the yo-yo in a circle at constant speed and ask the 
students if it is accelerating.  Lead them to see that the velocity vector is 
changing (in direction, though not in magnitude), and that circular motion 
is the strange case of acceleration at constant speed.

• Slide presentation:  The presentation defines centripetal force and provides 
a guided inquiry into the relationships between velocity, centripetal 
acceleration, and centripetal force using an interactive simulation.  These 
relationships are then formalized using Newton’s second law of motion.  
The presentation distinguishes between centripetal and centrifugal forces, 
poses problems related to circular motion, and demonstrates the application 
of the four-step problem solving method. 

• Investigation:  In part 1 of the investigation students examine the direction 
of velocity, acceleration and force vectors.  In part 2 they model a mass 
swung overhead.  In part 3 they graph the proportional relationship 
between the radius and velocity for an object with constant acceleration.

• Student work:  Centripetal force assignment 
Students should work in pairs to complete the assignment while using the 
interactive simulation.  Bring the class together for a discussion of the 
relationships depicted in the two graphs in part three. 

• Reading:  from the Essential Physics textbook 

Centripetal force

Investigation 7A:  Circular Motion 

Part 1:  Directions of the velocity, force and acceleration vectors

1. Set m = 5.0 kg, r = 5.0 m, and v = 5.0 m/s. 
2. Play the simulation and then pause it at various positions around the circle.   
3. On the circle below, sketch the velocity, force and acceleration vectors for at least five 

positions around the circle.                                  

Questions: 
a. Which vector quantity or quantities are radial and which are tangential?  Are the radial 

ones pointed inwards (towards the center) or outwards? 

b. Do the lengths of the velocity, acceleration or force vectors change as the object moves 
around the circle?
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About the Author
Dr. Tom Hsu, former research physicist at MIT, is author of seven science textbooks including Essential Physics 
and Essential Chemistry. His teaching methods have been used successfully across the United States since 1991. 
He also develops physics apparatus that promotes discovery through active hands-on investigations.
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A Complete and Affordable Physics Solution 
that includes Textbook, e-Book, Digital Teacher 
Edition, and Equipment

Equipment 
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Multiplatform
iOS, Android™, Chrome™, 
Windows®, PC, and Mac®

• Rigorous yet accessible design
•  Interactive simulations and equations

• Lessons follow the 5E design
• Strong mathematics scaffolding

• Innovative assessment tools
•  Works seamlessly with your LMS

and Google Classroom

The Essential Physics curriculum 
covers all your standards.

• 24/7 online/offline access!
• No Internet required!

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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The biceps and triceps muscles in your arm work the same way: When you flex your arm
the biceps muscle contracts as it releases its stored elastic potential energy; at the same
time, the triceps muscle is stretched, storing up elastic potential energy. The arm extends by
contracting the triceps muscle and releasing its stored energy; at the same time, the biceps
muscle is stretched, storing energy. The biceps and triceps muscles work in tandem: One
contracts, releasing energy to move the joint, while the other is stretched, storing energy.
Every joint in your body moves in a similar way, using opposing pairs of muscles that exert
force by contracting.
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A textbook and an e-Book 
for all your students…

Rigorous 
and 

accessible!
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31 videos 
show real-world 
applications.

84 embedded 
interactive 
equations help 
students practice 
math.
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Textbook and e-Book

A textbook and an e-Book
for all your students…

Embedded, 
worked-out 
sample problems 
with practice 
provide point-of use 
opportunities for 
students to 
comprehend 
mathematical 
applications.

 Sample pro
bl

em
s

 Interactive simulations

71 fully interactive 
simulations challenge 
students to explore physics 
ideas. Immediate feedback 
reinforces learning of core 
physics concepts.

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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One main idea 
per page
includes Cornell 
Note topics.
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  32 animatio
ns

32 embedded animations 
provide instant visualization to 
key physics concepts.

Full audio read 
allows students to have 
review questions and 
responses read aloud, 
as well as check their 
answers.

          Differentiation 
        for advanced, 
     below-level, 
   and ELL 
 students
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Engage
Essential questions 
referencing real-world 
scenarios stimulate 
students’ curiosity 
and uncover prior 
knowledge.

Lessons follow the 5E Design.

Explore
Guided inquiry 
steps give students 
the opportunity to 
satisfy their curiosity.

Explain
Guided inquiry 
questions help 
students form 
explanations 
based on their 
observations.

Extend
Extension activities encourage 
students to apply what they have 
learned to discover new concepts.

Evaluate
Students test new predictions 
to evaluate their understanding.

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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41 labs are designed to use this equipment set.

 

•  Light, Color & Optics: light source, optics bench,
lens mounts, lenses, mirrors, prism, refraction cell,
diffraction grating, and storage case

•  Forces & Machines: assorted gears, pulleys, levers,
springs, spring scale, rail frame, and storage case
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Purchasing Options
Below are a few representative package options for you to 
choose from. Ask your Education Specialist for more details.

SELECT a Textbook Package

AND a PASCO Equipment Package

 

Class Set Package
• 25 Student Editions (print)
• 75 Digital Student Editions
• Digital Teacher Edition
• Teacher Guide (print)
• 10 Student Flash Drives
•  SPARKvue datalogging

Premium Package
• 75 Student Editions (print)
• 75 Digital Student Editions
• Digital Teacher Edition
• 10 Student Flash Drives
• Teacher Guide (print)
•  SPARKvue datalogging

Digital Package
• 75 Digital Student Editions
• Digital Teacher Edition
• Teacher Guide (print)
• 10 Student Flash Drives
•  SPARKvue datalogging

Standard Equipment Package
Includes everything in the Basic Equipment Package 
(at left) + 6 Modular Circuit Kits, which include: 
• Resistors
• Light Bulbs
• Battery Holders
• Switches
• Capacitors and Much More!
• Wireless Voltage Sensor
• Wireless Current Module
• Storage Case

Basic Equipment Package 
Includes 6 Forces & Motion Kits. 
Each Forces & Motion Kit includes:
• Smart Cart
• 1.2 m Aluminum Track
• Track Feet (set of 2)
• Track End Stop (set of 2)
• Track Angle Indicator
• Super Pulley with Clamp
• Cart Friction Block
• 250g Cart Mass (set of 2)
• Super Pulley Weights
• Storage Case

software site license
(for school and home use)

software site license
(for school and home use)

software site license
(for school and home use)

•  Waves & Sound: resonance lever, assorted tuning
forks, ball and string, resonance tube, springs,
spring scale, stand, and storage case

• Mini Projectile Launcher
• Plus required weights, track, and stands

25 labs are designed to use this equipment set.

17 labs are designed to use this equipment set.

Comprehensive Equipment Package
Includes everything in the Standard Equipment Package (above right) + 6 of the following kits 
and apparatus:
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Modular Circuits Kit

Modular Circuits Kit

Forces & Motion Kit

Forces & Motion Kit

Comprehensive Equipment Package includes 6 of each of the following kits

Equipm
ent

Purchasing Options

Textbook and e-Book

Basic Equipment Package includes 6 Forces & Motion Kits

Standard Equipment Package includes 6 Forces & Motion Kits and 6 Modular Circuits Kits

Forces & Motion Kit

Waves & Sound Kit

Mini Projectile Launcher

Light, Color & Optics Kit

Forces & Machines Kit

Not shown but included: weights, tracks, and stands.

Get a textbook, e-Book, 
      and equipment 

for the price of 
most textbooks!

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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No curriculum is complete without a comprehensive suite of tools for assessing student 
learning. Essential Physics includes a variety of formative and summative assessment 
options, in both the textbook and e-Book.

Chapter Reviews
Over 1600 questions and problems are included in the Essential Physics chapter reviews.  
Questions are divided by type, including vocabulary, conceptual, quantitative, and standardized 
test practice.

Section Reviews
There is a section review at the end of each section in a chapter. When using the e-Book, 
students can have the questions and responses read aloud, as well as answers checked.

Textbook and e-Book

Assessment tools: PASCO students 
score well on data analysis.



Includes 
hints, repeated 

attempts, and 
solutions for 

ALL problems!

Assessm
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Infinite Test Bank: summative assessment
Making customized tests for all or any part of Essential Physics is a breeze! Choose the section, 
the number of questions, and the level of difficulty, and you can create your own customized tests. 
In addition, you can automatically generate unlimited versions of the same test along with a full 
solution answer key as an aid for student learning.

Formative assessment by main idea
Point-of-use formative self-check assessment questions allow students 
to assess their understanding of each main idea as they are learning it.

Formative assessment by section
An infinite number of random 5-question, 
self-check quizzes and responses are available 
for every section of the book.

e-Book only

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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All Teacher Resources are easily accessible 
at point-of-use in the Digital Teacher Edition.



D
igital Teacher Edition

13 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
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Home PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering Math

Home PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering Math

Interactive Science Simulations

Technology

71 fully interactive 
simulations challenge 
students to explore 
physics ideas. 
Immediate feedback 
reinforces learning of 
core physics concepts.

Technology connections 
are integrated with the 
science concepts being 
taught.

Home PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering Math

STEM Is Essential to Physics.
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Home PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering Math

Math

Engineering
Engineering projects
and applications give
students exposure to
the Engineering
Design Process.

Integrated math support is provided
throughout the program.

Home PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathScience Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering MathHome PageChapter Search Problems Investigations Video Interactives Science Technology Engineering Math

 GENETRON Engineering Corporation Pte Ltd       
TEL: (65) 6295 2938    EMAIL: sales@genetron.com.sg    WEB : www.genetron.com.sg
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Unit 1: Science and Physics
1     Science of Physics
2     Physical Quantities and Measurement

Unit 2: Force and Motion
3     Position and Velocity
4     Acceleration
5     Forces and Newton’s Laws

Unit 3: Motion in Two and Three Dimensions
6     Motion in Two and Three Dimensions
7     Circular Motion
8     Static Equilibrium and Torque

Unit 4: Energy and Momentum
9     Work and Energy
10   Conservation of Energy
11   Momentum and Collisions
12   Machines
13   Angular Momentum

Unit 5: Waves and Sound
14   Harmonic Motion
15   Waves
16   Sound

Unit 6: Electricity and Magnetism
17   Electricity and Circuits
18   Electric and Magnetic Fields
19   Electromagnetism

Unit 7: Light and Optics
20   Light and Reflection
21   Refraction and Lenses
22   Electromagnetic Radiation

Unit 8: Matter and Atoms
23   Properties of Matter
24   Heat Transfer
25   Thermodynamics
26   Quantum Physics and the Atom
27   Nuclear Physics

go to 
pasco.com/essentialphysics 

and select e-Book.
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Third Edition

Essential Physics
Third Edition

Ask your PASCO Education Specialist 
for pricing on these packages.

To evaluate 
Essential Physics

Textbook Package Equipment Product Number
Premium  Basic EP-3342
Premium Standard EP-3345
Premium Comprehensive EP-3348
Class Set Basic EP-3341
Class Set Standard EP-3344
Class Set Comprehensive EP-3347 
Digital Basic EP-3340
Digital Standard EP-3343
Digital Comprehensive EP-3346




